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The winter form of Muhlenbergia
capillaris, pink muhlygrass in the
center of the photo, Rudbeckia
hirta in the bottom left and
Miscanthus sinensis in the front
right. From the garden of Tom and
Jo Anne Allen.

Editor’s Words
As the weather gets cold and dreary, we tend to put away our gardening
tools in favor of a cup of something warm and maybe the latest gardening catalog
that has arrived in the post. But there are still things to be accomplished in our
gardens (please see gardening chores, pages 5-10) and the Master Gardener
Extension Volunteers have been very busy crafting items to sell at the Kris
Kringle Market that will take place at the Union County Farmers Market on Saturday, December 1st. We are also planning and organizing the new Master Gardener Extension Volunteer class that is planned for the winter of 2019.
Don’t miss the article on page 3 about Linda Jones, this quarter’s featured
Master Gardener Extension Volunteer, Jared Ogden’s article about winter gardening on page 13 and on pages 18-20, Barb Baumgardner’s articles on helping
our feathered friends during the winter and her house plant care recipe for
winter.

Happy gardening,
Jo Anne

Winter arrives on December 21, 2018 at 5:23 p.m.

Pruning - A Sign of Love
Thinning plants once a year will help make them healthier, improve their
looks and give them new vitality for the growing cycle ahead. It is best to
prune most plants when they are dormant, in the cooler months. Cut out all
dead, diseased and injured parts to let in more light and air. Once you
have done that, stand back and analyze the size of your plant. Cutting back
just a little revitalizes root growth and encourages flowers and fruits, plus
prevents the plant from outgrowing its spot in your garden. And remember
the dictum, “Think twice, but cut once” before you do any hard pruning.
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Meet Linda Jones
Our featured Master Gardener Extension Volunteer for this quarter is Linda Jones.
She completed her Master Gardener Extension Volunteer training in April of 2016 and was
certified in April of 2017.
Linda grew up in the farm country of North Central Kansas on the family farm. Her
gardening experiences started early as her family grew and canned a lot of their own foods.
Being a member of a large family in a small house, the out-of-doors was where she spent a lot
of her time growing up. Tending their garden was one of her many chores growing up and fresh
fruits and vegetables are still some of her favorite things.
She completed approximately six years of college while working full time and earned
Certified Public Accountant status in 1995. Past work includes working the tax season in
Sarasota, Florida, working as Chief Financial Officer for several small businesses and working
20 years in the banking industry.
In 2002 she and her husband, Gordy, bought land in Towns County where they
eventually built their house which was completed in 2008. Linda was a part time resident until
2015 when she fully retired and Gordy was finally able to fully retire in 2017. They have been
married 16 years and he is a retired financial planner.
Linda is currently (sort of) retired but is very active in the Towns Union Master
Gardener Association where she volunteers at Hamilton Gardens and other projects as time
permits. She is currently the Towns Union Master Gardener Association’s treasurer, the
treasurer for Hamilton Gardens and the Institute for Continued Learning at Young Harris
College. Hobbies include reading, walking and hiking and she is passionate about being in and
enjoying the out-of-doors and being a steward of the land.
Linda likes shade gardening and favorite plants include those that she can get to bloom
with little sun. She likes to make where she gardens, whether at home or elsewhere, “a well
taken care of place to be enjoyed by all who visit.” Currently she is working on re-doing rock
walkways in her garden.
Favorite foods include (she says unfortunately) most everything, especially if someone
else fixes it and a travel goal is to visit all of the national and state parks in the United States.
Something that some of Linda’s friends are not aware of is that her ex-husband was
arrested in May of 2018, nor do they know that she wasnt surprised as to why, and (in her
words) the reason is not fit to print in our Newsletter.
There is a story behind the photo (following page) of her being crowned “Honeysuckle
Queen” at Hamilton Gardens spring event this year. When the Gardens went dormant last fall,
she made it her mission, along with Carol Townsend, the “Honeysuckle Princess”, to pull off and
up a lot of the invasive vines that were choking the plants in the Gardens.
I thoroughly enjoyed getting to know Linda better and hope you will too.
Jo Anne Allen
Master Gardener Extension Volunteer
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From left, Linda Jones, Grace Howard and Carol Townsend
attending a spring function at Hamilton Gardens
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December Garden Chores
Trees, shrubs, and perennials can still be planted or transplanted to a new location
this month if the ground is not too frozen to work properly. Some trees and shrubs
that will provide food for birds are dogwood, crabapple, holly, hawthorn, and
pyracantha.
Prepare next year’s garden soil by turning it over and incorporating organic materials
such as pine bark, compost, or shredded leaves.
Spring flowering bulbs can still be planted this month.
If you have not already done so, mulch all trees, shrubs, perennials, and bulbs. A four
to six inch layer of mulch is good, placing the mulch close but not touching the stem or
trunk of the plant.
To keep your pansies healthy and blooming, deadhead (remove faded blooms) and
fertilize, following label directions.
Continue raking leaves from your lawn and apply lime if your soil test indicates that it
is needed. A hand-held shredder that acts like a vacuum is an alternative to raking.
The shredded, bagged leaves can then be deposited in your garden.
Cut chrysanthemums back to about two to three inches once blooming is complete.
Rake and dispose of fruit and leaves around fruit trees to help minimize over-wintering
insects and diseases.
Clean up flowerbeds and remove annuals killed by frost. Work old mulch and organic
matter into beds before the soil freezes.
Deciduous trees and shrubs can be pruned as needed when they are fully dormant.
Prepare your garden tools for winter storage. Clean, sharpen, and store them in a
bucket filled with oiled, coarse sand. They will be ready for you when spring arrives.
If you have not already done so, shut down outdoor irrigation system to prevent
freezing.
If rain and snowfall are inadequate, water all new plantings and bulb beds.
Keep newly planted broadleaf evergreens well watered.
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Apply pre-emergent herbicides to control winter weeds.
As winter approaches, take time to review your past gardening year. Look at your
successes and failures and make your next year’s plans and goals accordingly.
Pull any weeds that remain in your garden.
Don’t forget to feed the birds because as winter approaches they may not be able to
find an adequate supply of food. Keep fresh water out for the birds as well.
Cut any remaining tops off of asparagus plants and add a winter dressing of aged
manure to the bed.
If you decorate for the holidays with a cut Christmas tree, recycle the tree by pruning
off boughs for use as frost and wind protection for tender and newly planted
perennials and shrubs.
Plan ahead. Order gardening catalogs and start planning your spring vegetable and
flower gardens.
Do not over water houseplants during the winter months as this could lead to root rot.
Lightly trim evergreens in your garden to use for holiday decorations. Magnolia,
euonymus, boxwood, laurel, holly, cypress, and juniper all make long-lasting cut stems
indoors.
Look for after Christmas sales on garden tools and equipment.
Make a wreath of dried herbs and flowers from your garden.
If you do not have a garden journal, get one and start keeping records of your garden.
Record information such as future plans for design, plant and seed orders, planting
schedules, insect appearances, garden highlights (like the date when you first see
blooms on your spring bulbs), and more.
Celebrate the winter soltice (the arrival of winter) December 21st.
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January Garden Chores
Prune trees and shrubs while they are dormant with the exception of those that bloom in
the spring. They should be pruned just after they bloom. Evergreen shrubs can also be
pruned late this month.
When pruning, make sure that your tools are sharp. For large branches, first cut through
the bark on the underside of the limb to be pruned to keep it from tearing. Next, cut from
the top, close but not flush with the trunk. The swelling at the base of each branch is the
branch collar and this should not be cut.
Plant ornamental trees and shrubs this month if the soil is not frozen.
For winter interest in your landscape, birch trees, crape myrtle, deciduous magnolia, coral
bark maple, kousa and red-twig dogwood, stewartia, and trident maple all have
interesting bark.
For winter blooms, plant flowering quince, witch hazel, and leatherleaf mahonia.
If you have Helleborus orientalis (Lenten rose) planted in your garden – look for blooms
beginning now to mid-spring.
Watch for poison ivy when working outdoors. Even though the vine is leafless this time of
the year, the branches can still cause a powerful reaction if accidentally touched.
If you have not already done so, prepare your vegetable garden area for spring planting
when the ground is frost free and not soggy. Apply lime if your soil test indicates that you
should. Contact your County Extension office for soil test directions.
Instead of salt, use sand on icy walks and driveways. Salt can damage plants and lawns.
Watch for borers, over-wintering insects, and scale on broadleaf evergreen trees, fruit
trees, shrubs, roses, and perennials. Apply dormant oil spray when these pests are
detected, always following label directions.
Have your lawnmower serviced so it will be ready when you are for spring grass cutting.
Water trees and shrubs during dry periods.
To encourage new blooms, deadhead pansies (remove spent blossoms) and fertilize
monthly with fertilizer that contains nitrate nitrogen (best for plants growing in cold soils).
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The New Year is an exciting time to reevaluate your life and your garden. Cold days
are great for sitting by a fire and planning your spring landscape changes and
vegetable garden.
Use water at room temperature when watering houseplants. Spray houseplants with
insecticidal soap if you detect spider mites, mealy bugs, or scale on the leaves, always
following label directions.
Now is a good time to install edgings around flowerbeds and construct walls, terraces,
and walkways, when weather permits.
Inventory your garden tools and replace or repair as necessary. Sharpen your tools
and clean rust from them with steel wool. Coat blades with a light oil and rub linseed
oil on wooden handles to help preserve them.
Remove amaryllis stems with the faded blooms. Keep it indoors with your houseplants
then plant it outdoors in May.
Be sure to water evergreens before the soil freezes if severe weather is forecast,
because the roots are not able to take up water when the soil is frozen.
Prune nandinas any time between now and early spring by cutting out one third of the
oldest canes.
If the ground is dry, till soil in your vegetable garden to help eliminate insects and
weeds and incorporate manure or compost to get the soil in good shape for spring
plantings.
Chop unwanted bamboo and English ivy to the ground. Follow up with weed killer on
the leaves in April. More than one application of weed killer may be necessary, always
follow label directions.
Water outside containers planted with pansies and evergreens regularly.
Order flower and vegetable seeds for starting indoors.
Request mail-order seed and plant catalogs.
Give houseplants a half turn every month so they do not become misshapen.
Shrubs such as forsythia, spirea, and kerria can be divided now.
Repot houseplants as needed and fertilize using a water-soluble fertilizer at eight-week
intervals at half the recommended strength.
Apply herbicide to winter broadleaf weeds.
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February Garden Chores
Check the mulch around your landscape plants and add some if necessary. Trees and
shrubs should have about a six inch thick covering layer of mulch.
Fertilize spring bulbs as they emerge with 10-10-10, following label directions. Note
gaps in plantings and plan fall blub order.
Continue dormant pruning; prune out any tree branches that are crossed, broken, or
diseased.
Prune flowering shrubs that flower before May just after they bloom; prune those that
bloom after May prior to spring growth.
Prune ornamental grasses down to 12-18 inches to expose base of clump to sunshine.
Cut back butterfly bush to 12-18 inches to promote thicker growth and more blooms.
Prune climbing roses after the first flush of blooms. Now is a good time to tie main
canes to a support before they leaf out and remove any stray canes.
Prune apple and pear trees.
February is a good month to plant and transplant trees and shrubs.
Take soil samples from your garden area in order to plan your fertilizer program.
Contact your County Extension Agent for instructions on having your soil tested.
Prepare vegetable garden area for planting. Add fertilizer and lime if indicated by your
soil test.
Clean out the old nesting materials in your bluebird boxes early in the month and they
will be ready when the bluebirds are ready to nest.
Divide ground covers that have become too thick and prune back liriope before new
spring growth begins by setting your lawn mower to its highest setting and cut.
Prune overgrown broadleaf shrubs late this month.
Prune evergreens. Do not severely prune pines, spruce, or junipers as they are
unable to generate new growth from old wood.
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Forsythia and quince are easy to force into bloom indoors. Cut branches when the
buds show a touch of color and place them in a vase of water. They should bloom
within a week or so.
Observe Arbor Day by planting a tree on February 15th. In Georgia, Arbor Day is
celebrated the third Friday in February.
Feed birds and provide them with a fresh supply of water.
If necessary, prune crepe myrtle by selecting 3, 5, or 7 main stems. Prune old seed
heads and twiggy growth that grows from the base of the plant.
Look for blooms on your Lenten rose (Hellebores orientalis).
Use cat litter or sand on icy sidewalks instead of salt. Too much salt can burn nearby
plant roots.
An occasional lukewarm bath in the sink or shower is a tonic for houseplants that
overwinter in hot, dry rooms.
When the weather is extremely cold, close the window shades or place protective
cardboard between houseplants and window glass to protect houseplants.
Service your lawn mower so it will be ready when you are for spring grass cutting.
Keep faded flowers and weak growth removed from pansies and keep them well
watered and fertilized.
Prune Clematis armandii immediately after it blooms.
Fertilize established ornamental trees and shrubs always following label directions.
Add any remaining leaves and garden debris to your compost pile if you have one. If
you do not have a compost pile, start one.
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Keeping A Garden Journal
Not all of our gardening tools need oiling, sharpening and winter storage.
Some tools, our garden journals, can get their heaviest use in the off-season.
Many a winter’s evening can be happily spent curled up with your garden journal
and a nice cup of tea or hot chocolate, reflecting on last season’s garden.
What is a garden journal? A book of blank pages in which you can record
the ongoing history of your particular patch of earth that you happen to occupy
and tend, a record of your garden’s progress.
Why keep a garden journal and/or what goes into a garden journal? Some
of us gardeners are forgetful, especially me, and memory alone is insufficient to
keep tract of it all. Create a garden journal and let it remember the important
things that you may forget, things that can help you grow plants successfully.
Sometimes we survey our gardens, making an inventory of our regrets and
satisfactions. A garden journal is a great place to store this type of information.
Entertaining in your garden, like when to have your buds over to view your garden,
can be planned around peak times in your garden, dates when your garden looks its
best. This can be accomplished when you keep records of what blooms when in
your garden.
Other things that you can keep in your garden journal are sketches and
plans for future gardens, plant names, plant sources, when to prune (does your
shrub bloom on new or old wood), color combinations that you like and have seen
in other gardens, photographs (so you can trace the way your gardens develops
over time), magazine, newspaper and on-line plant related articles, weather
conditions, rainfall, the more severe storms, your plant wish list, a record of
special events that have taken place in your garden, and the vision you have for
your garden, so you can compare it to the reality that nature actually delivers.
How to organize your garden journal? Journaling is an entirely personal
pastime, there are no rules. Do what’s best for you, you can write daily, weekly,
monthly or whenever it strikes you to write. You can further organize your
journal by seasons or by the months or some other clever way.
Some sections you may want to include in your garden journal are: Got To
Try This, Landscaping Notes, Annual Recaps, Miscellaneous and Challenges and
Solutions.
Continued on page 14
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What’s Blooming Now
(or what has just finished blooming)

Beautiful tall marigolds from the garden
of Elaine Bliss. These re-seeded themselves from last year.

I enjoyed the beautiful flowers of Georgia
Aster (Symphyotrichum georgianum) last month,
given to me by Elaine Bliss. Named for being
found in Georgia, it is also found in several
other Southeastern states. Here it is growing in
front of Calamagrostis x acutiflora ‘Karl
Foerster” (that has started dying back for the
season) and Euphorbia cyparissias ‘Fens Ruby’ in
the bottom right of the photo. From the garden
of Tom and Jo Anne Allen.

Hydrangea paniculata ‘Tardiva’, from the
garden of Tom and Jo Anne Allen.
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Ahh! Winter Gardening
In our youth, many of us were told that we were endowed with special
gifts, special skills, that somehow and in some way made us unique. Indeed, each
of us is unique. Some behavioral experts attempted to classify the different
types of specialness into areas defined as intelligence. For instance, we all have
heard of a persons IQ. The higher the IQ, the smarter the person is. But have
you ever known someone with a high IQ but is dumb as a post when it comes to
practical matters? That is because the traditional IQ only measures a persons
gifts with math and verbal skills. At some point, the people that contemplate
those concepts realized there was more to life than math and English. They
determined that a person that could turn a beautiful phrase into a magnificent
paragraph or never saw a mathematical equation that was unsolvable but could not
remember how to tie a shoe, was somehow missing something. The great thinkers
realized that there were lots of other areas of “intelligence” that were not taught
in school. They summarized our many differences into seven “intelligences” which
are:

Verbal-Linguistic — The ability to use words and language
Logical-Mathematical — The capacity for inductive and deductive thinking and
reasoning, as well as the use of numbers and the recognition of abstract patterns
Visual-Spatial — The ability to visualize objects and spatial dimensions, and
create internal images and pictures
Body-Kinesthetic — The wisdom of the body and the ability to control physical
motion
Musical-Rhythmic — The ability to recognize tonal patterns and sounds, as well as
a sensitivity to rhythms and beats
Interpersonal — The capacity for person-to-person communications and
relationships
Intrapersonal — The spiritual, inner states of being, self-reflection, and
awareness.
For most people, gardening requires a little of all seven but certainly draws
heavily on Visual-Spatial and Body-Kinesthetic. I enjoy the beauty (Visual-Spatial),
the exercise (Body-Kinesthetic), even the decisions involved in determining a spot
where the plant can best show its brilliance (Logical-Mathematical.) Sometimes, I
imagine hearing songs, occasionally even a symphony when I see plants and
flowers fluttering in breezes (Musical-Rhythmic.) Through gardening, I seem to
improve my person-to-person communication skills by sharing the beauty I
created (Interpersonal.) However, it is in the wintertime that I enjoy gardening
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the most. I like the cold days when I surround myself with seed catalogues and
gardening books with lots of pictures. On those days I reflect and dream of what
I hope will become a reality the next spring. In the winter, gardening draws most
heavily on the Intrapersonal- the spiritual, inner states of being, self-reflection
and awareness. The memories of those intrapersonal wintertime dreams motivate
the part of my brain that controls my Body-Kinesthetic intellect to get out there
and work even when my Logical-Mathematical intelligence is warning that the
weather is too windy, too cold, or too hot for any sane person to travail.
Fortunately, the classifications of intelligence do not address sanity. Thats the
topic of another discussion.
Jared Ogden
Master Gardener Extension Volunteer
Continued from page 11
Keeping a garden journal can be a powerful process of recording observations,
thoughts and feelings throughout the year. Should you decide to start a garden
journal, here are some steps to get you started:
1. Make a commitment; keeping a garden journal is a way of valuing
yourself, your thoughts, ideas and feelings.
2. Make the time; keeping a garden journal is not for everyone. One must
set aside some time out of a busy schedule to write in a garden journal. To quote
Charles Buxton, British barrister and politician in the early 1900’s, “You will never
find time for anything. If you want time you must make it.” If you want to keep a
garden journal, you will make time for yourself to do it.
3. Pick out a journal.
4. Start writing, about your observations in the garden or some garden
related topic.
5. Enjoy and value the process, sink into the joy of creating your garden
journal. What a wonderful way to spend some private time in your life. You will
reap benefits while you are creating it and you will be able to enjoy it for several
years to come.
Gardens are a work in progress, ever changing, ever growing, and giving
endless hours of pleasure. Keeping a garden journal extends your pleasure. And to
quote Charles Buxton one more time, “Experience shows that success is due less to
ability that to zeal. The winner is he who gives himself to his work, body and
soul.”
Jo Anne Allen
Master Gardener Extension Volunteer
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4H Garden Club

Mee

4H Garden Club members busy
painting birdhouse fronts to use
as decorations.
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Meet Jason, the 4H Garden Club’s
scarecrow that was entered in
the Scarecrow Contest in
Hiawassee On the Square. 4H’ers
stuffed jeans and a 4H t-shirt
with hay and topped him with
chrysanthemum hair! Fun was had
by all!

Weeds I Love To Hate
Elymus repens - Quackgrass
Native to Eurasia, Elymus repens also known as quackgrass, was
accidently (I hope) introduced to the United States in the 1600’s, probably as
a seed contaminant.
Quackgrass is an invasive perennial grass
weed that grows from rhizomes. It has a deep,
fibrous root system. Seedling leaves and sheaths
are hairless to sparsely hairy and have auricles
that clasp the stem. Note in the center of the
photograh the auricle clasping the stem of the
quackgrass. Mature plants can grow anywhere
from 1' to 3 1/2' and the seed head is a long,
narrow spike.
This extremely noxious perennial grass
weed is common in agronomic crops, turf grass,
lawns, nursery stock, landscapes and my flower
beds. It has been identified in the northern
United States, from North Carolina to California.
The rhizomes of quackgrass are what
helps identify this perennial grass from most
other similar grass weeds like tall fescue
(Festuca arundinacea), annual ryegrass (Lolium
multiflorum) and perennial rye grass (Lolium
perenne). These grass weeds all have auricles that clasp their stem like
quackgrass but do not grow from rhizomes.
Controlling quackgrass is challenging because of the rhizomes. As
roots are cut or if the weed grass is pulled up (unless you get all of the root),
roots break (making a quack sound, hence the name) and you get numerous
new plants that come up from the fibrous root. One way to control it is to cut
just the top of the grass weed off and then spray the nub with Roundup.
It is important to control this invasive grass weed because like many
invasive weeds, quackgrass crowds out native species and cultivated crops.

Jo Anne Allen
Master Gardener Extension Volunteer
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Butternut Squash Bisque
Source: The Magnolia Journal

1
1/4 C
1
1/2C
1/2C
2 cloves
2
1
1C
1T
1/2C

2 -3 lb. butternut squash, halved lengthwise and seeded
butter
carrot, coarsely chopped
coarsely chopped onion
coarsely chopped celery
minced garlic
Braeburn or Gala apples, peeled, cored and coarsely chopped
32 oz box chicken broth
apple cider or juice
chopped fresh thyme
crème fraise or sour cream

Roast squash halves in preheated 400 degree oven in baking pan coated with cooking
spray, cut sides down. Roast uncovered for 45-60 minutes until tender. Scoop out flesh
and discard skin. You should have 2 1/2 to 3 cups. In Dutch oven, melt butter over
medium heat and sauté carrot, onion, celery and garlic until tender. Add roasted squash,
apples, broth, cider and thyme. Bring to a boil then reduce heat and simmer until apples
are tender, stirring occasionally. Remove from heat, cool slightly. Puree soup with an
immersion blender, whisk in crème fraise. Top each serving with Croutons and black
pepper.

Book Corner
Title: The Well-Designed Mixed Garden
Author: Tracy DiSabato-Aust
From the library of Jo Anne Allen and she gives this book 5 green
thumbs out of 5.
A step-by-step approach that beginners and experts can use to design
a stunning garden. Chapters include: Why a Mixed Garden?, First
Steps in the Design Process, Color, Texture and Form, Design Principles, Putting It on Paper: Drawing the Design, Art in the Mixed Garden, Maintaining the Mixed Garden, Small and Medium Gardens and
Large Gardens.
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Helping Our Feathered Friends in Winter Time
We all have our favorite feeders and/or bird feed but here are some
helpful tips to think about.
Feeders must be kept clean and filled, sometimes daily or even several
times a day. I was always reminded that our feathered friends made it
perfectly fine before I started feeding them, but I found keeping the feeders
clean and filled keeps my yard filled with happy birds all winter long.
Like everything else, seed has gotten more expensive. While some seed
is eaten (sunflower seeds), more is often tossed out on the ground (“filler”
seed). We soon discovered the ground became covered with “filler” seeds, like
millet, which the birds don’t seem to eat off the ground. As a result, I decided
sunflower seeds was the way to go for me. Changing to all sunflower seeds has
brought a variety of species who eat happily with less waste.
Dried mealworms provide a great source of protein-packed feed for our
feathers friends.
If you have wood peckers, they prefer to hang on to wire feeders while
they eat. I recommend either suet baskets or wire-mesh feeders for your
wood pecker feathered friends.
While finches love Niger seed and will eat out of a mesh bag or a tube
feeder, the feed must be fresh and dry or our feathered finch friends will turn
their beaks up. I recommend purchasing a quantity the bird will eat in a month
or two.
An easy to use, one-size fits all feeder with a bowl and protective dome
helps keep feed dry in inclement weather.
In our beautiful North Georgia Mountains we have many other yard
friends who may visit our feeders – squirrels, raccoons and bears, just to name
a few. For this reason, I bring my feeders in during the night. My feeders are
mounted on a 4" x 4" with a PVC pipe over it to make climbing difficult to
impossible for squirrels and raccoons. Sam, the name my granddaughter has
given to the bear frequenting my yard, is a whole different story. 4" x 4" are
no match for Sam. Somewhere in our mountain backyard must be a grave yard
for feeders and/or suet baskets.
Water and shelter are also important for our feathered friends. You may
see many birds emerging from your bird houses when it warms up. Keeping
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birdbaths from freezing in the winter is another matter. They have heated
birdbaths now and maybe it is time for me to get one for Christmas!!
Since this Newsletter will be coming out for the winter, it will be time to
mark your calendar for February 14th, Valentines Day, to remember it is time to
clean out all our bird houses!
Happy birding and I would love some of your backyard pictures!

Barb Baumgardner
Master Gardener Extension Volunteer
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My House Plant Care Recipe For Winter
I am not sure about you, but by the time I have enjoyed having all my extra window
space for the summer, it is time to make space for my house plants to thrive in my
living room windows with the furnace on and I grumble a little to myself.
When bringing my plants in from the porches, I have
to check for outdoor plant critters – spiders, this
year many stink bugs, and make sure you don’t have
scale to spread to all of your other houseplants.
I had some scale attached to two of my orchids and
just had to wash the little hard shells off and down
the drain. I will have to keep checking because you
usually can’t eradicate them in one go.
Cut off dead branches or stems which can attract
bugs.
I try to check and re-water my houseplants each week. I
mix a SMALL amount of a Miracle Grow type fertilizer in
room or tepid water using a half gallon jug. I bring each
plant to my kitchen sink and depending on its type, I spray
water into its pot and let it drain thoroughly, then with a
measuring cup for ease, I pour my mixed fertilizer water
in and let it drain again. It then goes back into its saucer
to return to its appointed spot to prevent watering/
fertilizing my living room floor. I do believe my plants get
used to their spot and I try to return them to the same
spot each time I water.
My orchids love getting a good watering in the sink and I make sure to see the
potting mixture is dampened all the way down. The orchids must drain well and do
not like to sit in water or you may have rot. They will bloom during the winter
making a very welcoming sight before Spring springs.
Succulents require periods of dryness between waterings and the little weekly
fertilizing gets the Thanksgiving, Christmas, etc. cactus blooming to beat the band.
Barb Baumgardner
Master Gardener Extension Volunteer
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